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Images made with the Kodak DC210 exhibit excellent sharpness and color range.

Pixel Grain
If you mention the word "digital" to a group of working photographers, they immediately scramble to pick sides. The ones
favoring the traditional side will argue that digital will never
equal film in quality. Those on the digital side will feed the argument, retorting that new digital technology gives them more
flexibility. I have seen many of these discussions become very
heated, and there never seems to be a clear-cut winner.
I started as a traditional photographer more than 20 years ago.
I still enjoy the thrill of processing my own film and printing in
the darkroom, but I also find the new digital tools very exciting.
When digital cameras first came on the scene, there were only
very low or high resolution, which calculated out to very expensive and totally out of my price range. With consumer demand
and technological breakthroughs, digital cameras have come
into their own. The new mega-pixel cameras create files with
over one million pixels, have a resolution over 1000 lines and
provide a much more affordable price tag. In order to better
understand how these cameras worked, I asked Kodak, Fuji, and
Agfa to send me one of their mega-pixel cameras for testing and
evaluation. This was not to be a head to head camera comparison, but rather a study of how these cameras fit into daily photo
operation.
In the back of my mind I half expected to see three similar
cameras with different brand names on each. But what came by
UPS, Federal Express and one of the other guys was something
quite different. Each film manufacturer took a completely different approach with their digital camera design. Because of these
differences, I feel it only fair to show you how each camera is
designed before explaining how I put them to use.
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The Kodak DC210 is a somewhat traditional looking digital camera that
uses funky graphics to display data on its LCD.

Kodak DC210

I picked this camera first, because it most closely resembles a
traditional 35mm camera. In fact, most people we showed it to
thought it was a point-and-shoot camera. When set at its highest resolution, the camera will take 1152 x 864-pixel images
and save them either as JPEG or Flashpix file formats. The
29-58mm zoom lens is controlled by a thumb lever on the
right back side of the camera. Two small sensors on the camera
front measure flash and available light and control the amount
of light striking the CCD chip. A small flash located on the
front upper right section of the camera has a range up to 9.84
feet away. The LCD display on the top provides data on image
resolution, image quality, number of images left, battery
power, flash settings and the on/off button for close-up photography.
When you move to the back of the camera, it no longer looks
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Images made with the Fujix DS-300 capture colors with the
faithfulness and vividness of traditional slide film.

The Fujix DS-300 is large and feels similar to a medium format camera.

like a point-and-shoot camera. A rotating control knob allows
you to select capture (take the picture), review (look at your
results), connect your computer), and preferences (set up the
camera). When you take a picture you can either look through
the eyepiece viewer at the top of the camera, or use the color
LCD panel on the back of the camera. After each shot is taken
in the capture mode, a preview of the image is displayed on the
color LCD for a few seconds. When you switch to the review
mode, a miniature slide show appears on the LCD screen so
you can go forward, backward or zoom in on each image. The
DC210 comes with an ATA-compatible flash card and can be
downloaded through a serial port to the computer or with an
ATA flash card adapter. Images can also be sent through a video
cable to be previewed on your TV. The camera includes software that brings images directly into most PC or MAC editing
programs.
http://www.rangefinder-network.com

Fujix DS-300

Of these three cameras, the DS-300 was the largest, but offered
the most features. In fact, it could easily pass for a medium format camera except, of course, it has no film. With a pixel resolution of 1280x1000 pixels, each image has a 1.4 MB uncompressed file size. On the front you will find the 35-105mm
zoom lens controlled by a thumb lever on the top of the camera. The bulk of the camera functions are controlled by two
rotating dials, but to list all the possible camera adjustments
would force me to run out of space. In a nutshell, you can control image quality, shutter speed, aperture, exposure priority, PC
connection, internal flash, black and white or color, ISO sensitivity, focus methods and a host of other functions. Images are
downloaded either through a SCSI port of an extension unit
that fits on the camera bottom, or with an ATA-compatible

Agfa 1280 does more than a passable job at commercial-type images. These TIFF
files are 4.5x3.25 inches at 300 dpi.

flash card. The DS-300 includes MAC or PC software for downloading your pictures into most editing software. You can even
change a couple of switches on the bottom of the extension
unit so that you can print directly to a Fuji printer. You don't
even need a computer for this function!

The Agfa 1280 can't really be described in photographic terms.

Agfa 1280

Of the three, the Agfa 1280 (1280x768 pixels) had the strangest
configuration. It doesn't even closely resemble a traditional camera. In some respects, you might say they have re-invented the
wheel with this one. I'm not saying non-conformance is bad, in
fact I like the camera very much, but describing the camera is
impossible in traditional terms. You just have to look at its picture. What is so unique about this camera is that all the viewing
is accomplished using a high-resolution color LCD screen. There
is no traditional eyepiece viewer, although what you see is what
you get. All camera functions are set with two rotating dials on
the right side of the camera. The bottom dial sets the camera to
record (take a picture), play (see your results) and off. The second
dial controls image resolution, flash, ambient light, dose focus,

exposure modes, self-timer, exposure compensation, white balance, and several other minor functions. Images are stored on a
memory card about the size of a regular postage stamp. They can
be downloaded through a serial port to your favorite editing software, or presented in a slide-show format on your TV.
Digital Applications

I arranged to have all three cameras for at least a month, so I
took them on various photo assignments along with my traditional camera system. Whenever possible, I would shoot images
on both traditional and digital camera systems. I soon found
myself using digital cameras to pre-shoot or proof the scene before I recorded the final image on film. We downloaded the
final images to a Zip disk so one of our clients could start on
their brochure layout before we had even processed our film.
(Continued on page 71)
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BACKGROUNDS
ENLIGHTEN YOURSELF
with the LIGHTEST opaque backgrounds in the
business! Crush up and take anywhere. Many
designs/sizes/ 3 PLY KITS with E-Z changeability for school or wedding. For the uniquely
patented SUPERLITE CUSTOM BACKDROPS, call (516) 746-0818, fax (516) 2482799.
5-CB-17
OWEN'S ORIGINALS Photographic backgrounds.
All hand-painted on muslin or canvas. Many
styles & colors. Highest quality, lowest prices.
Custom work is our specialty. You picture it - we
will paint it. We fill orders Fast! Free brochure.
Call 1-800-767-3122 or check out monthly
specials on our new web site: www.owensoriginals.com.
5-BO-17
BACKDROP MUSLIN
Raw Seamless Muslin 9'x21' $14.00
10'x21'$17.50
Plus S & H
Other sizes cut to order. Free Samples:
Dodgens Variety, 1400 E.P. McDaniel Road,
Pickens, SC 29671. Call or Fax: 864-878-4040.
11-DV-17
BACKDROP FABRICS—Wide Seamless Muslin
33', 20', 17', 16', 12', 10', 9'. NEW! BLACK, 18%
GRAY AND SKY BLUE MUSLIN. Wide
Seamless Canvas 15', 12', 10', 8', 7', 6'. Fabrication of any size within 24 hours. Fabric Dyes in
Bulk w/free, easy instructions. Blackout fabrics,
vinyls, grommets and much more. Our prices
can't be beat!!! CHICAGO CANVAS & SUPPLY, 3719 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago, IL
60625; (773) 478-5700.
T-CC-17

BACKGROUNDS
Hand-painted muslin backgrounds. Used by pros
worldwide. Increase sales. Unbeatable quality,
quick delivery, friendly service. 9'x9' $59; 9'x15'
$99; 9'x2V $125. Plus Britek lighting HS 500
$149, 8000 travel kit $549. Also glamour accessories. Free catalog. Steve Kaeser Backgrounds
& Accessories. (805) 642-7162 (800) 495-8148
VISA/MC.
4-17

MUSLIN MAGIC Specializing in Senior Backgrounds. Purchase or Rent one of our creations. We use only 100% heavy cotton muslin
with 3" pocket at the top. Choose from dyed,
painted or machine washable S-Series backgrounds. Call: 1-800-600-2044. E-Mail: musmagic@gwtc.net or write: HC 1 Box 33B,
Martin, SD, 57551.
5-M-17
THE DENNY MFG. CO., INC. is the world's
largest manufacturer of backdrops, props and
related studio accessories. Call today for free
catalogs with information regarding hand painted backgrounds, computer painted backgrounds, lift systems and much more! Write P.O.
Box 7200, Mobile, AL 36670, Call 1-800-8445616 or E-mail us at denny@acan.net or
www.photoshopper.com/dennymfg.
T-DM-17

Say you saw it in

RANGEFINDER

Wedding Albums
Save Up to 50%
We offer:
• Immediate factory direct shipment.
• Best quality guarantee in the industry.
We will replace it or refund your money.
• Lowest prices in the industry. We will
beat any competitors' prices by at
least 30%.
• A full range from preview albums to
library bound wedding albums.

ALBUMS
DIRECT

(800) 575-6222
For more information, circle 108

Stamp Your Photos
WITH AN ENCORE

(Copyright
STAMP

First Exposure

Made With Your Custom Wording

(Continued from page 20)

INK DRIES IN

The real test came when one photo session required both 4x5 and 35mm slides
and negatives. The shoot was supposed to
last two full days, but it didn't turn out
that way. The art director was on hand
for the photo session and had very specific needs. He was unaware that I was
bringing digital cameras and was surprised when I set up a digital camera on
top of my 4x5 and squeezed off a shot.
We all previewed the exposure, made a
couple of minor changes and then I
exposed the 4x5 image. We found we
were saving time with each setup by
using the digital preview and the art
director looked like the hero.
Towards the end of the shoot, we
passed a special electronic device that had
a one-inch sealed glass port that housed
delicate equipment. Traditional photography had been tried on this product before,
but to no avail. The lighting was very low
and flash was out of the question. I tried
the Agfa 1280 digital camera and set it to
low light with a new white balance.
Hand-holding the camera, I was able to
get a one of kind shot that impressed all.
During the month I used the digital
cameras to do portraits for the school
yearbook, microfiche stock images sent

out for possible sale, and product shots
for articles such as this one. I even found
myself starting a visual photo equipment
inventory. More than once, I used one of
the digital cameras as a backup, in case I
didn't get the shot on my traditional
camera. Much of this testing occurred
during the holidays, so I put my traditional camera away, and took only digital
images. Everyone loved it because they
got to see their pictures immediately. I
even previewed some as a slide show on
the TV. When it was all done, I wrote the
images to a CD and gave out copies so
they could view them on their home
computers.
So where does digital fit in my life?
Well, it now shares the workload with
film for my professional work, and is
becoming my primary method for taking
personal pictures of family events. No
matter to which side of the digital argument you belong, try to keep an open
mind. You might find that life just got a
little better—photographically, that is.

15 SECONDS
Call, FAX or Send For Brochure
Developed

By

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

RUBBER STAMP & SEAL, Inc.
PO Box 2258 • Wichita. KS 67201
(316) 682-5511 or FAX 1-800-242-9312
For more information, circle 171

Backgrounds
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DavidMaheu
48) Steere I'arm Kd.
llarrisvillc R I 028)0
800-2)7-188)
401 >I,S S4I.-I
401-567-0479 (fax)
CANVAS
MUSLIN • PROPS
LIFT SYSTEMS

NEW 1998 CATALOG
For more information, circle 117

PHOTO DIE CUTTER

PASSPORTS. WALLETS. CIRCLES

•••••ft

Scott Adams is a freelance journalist/photographer
living in the Pacific Northwest.

ALL FROM ONE DIE CUTTER
with low cost, interchangeable dies!
Mask shows exact area being cut.
MARVEL PHOTO INC.
BOX 246* ' TULSA. OK 74101-2464 USA (918) 836-0741 • FAX (918) 836 0949

For more information, circle 152
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